Sclerosing Mesenteritis Presenting as a Pseudotumor of the Greater Omentum
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**Introduction**

Sclerosing mesenteritis (SM) is a rare disease of unknown etiology that is characterized by a tumor-like mass composed of chronic nonspecific inflammation, fat necrosis and fibrosis \cite{1, 2}. The etiology is unknown, the pathogenesis is obscure and the pathological characteristics of the disease are nonspecific. Since it was first described in 1924 as ‘retractile mesenteritis’, a plethora of terms have been proposed, including the most frequently used mesenteric panniculitis and mesenteric lipodystrophy \cite{1}. The rarity of this pathologic condition with protean clinical and radiological manifestations creates a diagnostic challenge \cite{1, 3}. Here, we report a rare case of SM initially considered as liposarcoma that affected the small intestine.

**Case Report**

A 45-year-old man who complained of severe abdominal pain located around the umbilicus with a palpable mass in the left upper abdominal quadrant presented to our clinic. At admission, the patient had stable vital signs, his laboratory findings were normal and he did not report any recent weight loss. Due to his abdominal discomfort and the palpable abdominal mass, an abdominal computed tomography (CT) was performed. The abdominal contrast-enhanced CT demonstrated a well-demarcated 25-cm tumor in the left hemiabdomen, with a large fat component and areas of soft tissue attenuation suggestive of liposarcoma. Intraoperative findings showed a tumor arising from the greater omentum. The tumor was completely removed, and histopathology confirmed a pseudotumorous type of sclerosing mesenteritis with dominant mesenteric lipodystrophy. **Conclusion:** This case showed that a pseudotumorous type of sclerosing mesenteritis should be considered in the differential diagnosis of the mesenteric tumors.
the left hemiabdomen. The tumor was encapsulated in dense fibrosis and displaced surrounding jejunal loops to the midline (fig. 1). A large fat component and areas of soft tissue attenuation in the posterior and lateral part of the tumor suggested a diagnosis of liposarcoma, although a differential diagnosis of SM was also considered. Calcification in the tumor area was absent.

Considering the tumor size, unusual site of origin and other imaging features, the multidisciplinary tumor board decided to perform a surgical exploration and tumor removal. The left half of the greater omentum was infiltrated by the tumor along with 20 cm of the jejunum. The partial resection of the greater omentum and resection of the affected jejunal segment was performed and the tumor was excised completely. The intraoperative frozen sections failed to discriminate between the tumor-like mesenteritis and liposarcoma or other mesenchymal tumors. The microscopic frozen sections showed mesenchymal proliferation only and the malignant potential could not be estimated. Gross examination of the specimen showed a well-circumscribed and mostly pseudoencapsulated tumor with a soft to rubbery consistency. On the cut surface there was a grey-yellowish solid mass showing irregularly septated lobular architecture of fat tissue with foci of pseudocysts partly filled with hemorrhagic fluid and small scarring areas. The paraffin sections showed extensive fat necrosis, and variably expressed fibroinflammatory reactions with clusters of mononuclear inflammatory cells and lipid-laden macrophages suggestive of mesenteric lipodystrophy (fig. 2). The final pathological diagnosis was consistent with type 2 (pseudotumor) SM with a dominant 'mesenteric lipodystrophy' type of lesion, supposed to be an early stage of the disease. The postoperative course was uneventful and no recurrence of the SM was observed 24 months following surgery.

Discussion

In the case presented here an abdominal CT demonstrated encapsulated tumor with dense fibrosis, a large fat component and areas of soft tissue attenuation without calcification suggestive of a diagnosis of liposarcoma. The exact CT appearance of SM varies depending on the predominant histomorphologic substrate, i.e. fat necrosis, in-
flammation or fibrosis [4]. SM is usually visualized as a heterogeneous mass with a large fat component and interposed linear bands with a soft tissue density, especially where inflammation and fatty necrosis are predominant components, as was the case here. Another possibility is a homogenous mass of soft tissue density in cases of retractile SM (if fibrosis and retraction are the major components) [2, 5]. The tumor mass usually encases the mesenteric vasculature with preservation of fat around the vessels, leading to a pathognomonic CT sign termed the ‘fat ring sign’. Sabate et al. [6] described the presence of a tumor pseudocapsule in 50% of patients with mesenteric panniculitis. These pseudotumors may also have a cystic component as a result of lymphatic or venous obstruction and fat necrosis. Although radiological features are non-specific [5, 7], the abdominal contrast-enhanced CT with multiplanar reconstructions plays an important role in establishing the diagnosis in proper clinical settings. However, the imaging findings of neoplastic tumor can be identical to those in SM. Laboratory findings could be helpful in the differential diagnosis of SM, mostly to exclude IgG4-related autoimmune fibroinflammatory diseases. In the case presented here, the possibility of IgG4-related disease was ruled out morphologically as there were no suggestive histopathological changes such as significant lymphoplasmacytic tissue infiltration accompanied by fibrosis, obliterative phlebitis and modest tissue eosinophilia. The authors have experienced several cases of IgG4-related disease in the pancreas and biliary tract with abundant lymphoplasmacytic infiltration always being present, often with a characteristic ‘storiform’ pattern of fibrosis, typified by a cartwheel appearance of the arranged fibroblasts and inflammatory cells. In those cases we found a predominance of IgG4-positive plasma cells and CD4+ T lymphocytes. In our patient there were mostly histiocytic and just a few plasmacytic cells in scattered inflammatory infiltration. Frozen-section histology is not helpful in distinguishing a histological profile of lipogenic proliferative tumors, as was demonstrated in the presented patient. Giant tumor-like lesions are suspicious for malignancy; their direct compressive effect on surrounding structures can compromise vascular supply and peristaltic mobility of the intestine, requiring surgical treatment. However, only a detailed histology examination of tissue samples obtained by surgery can establish a correct diagnosis and provide appropriate treatment planning. According to the literature there is no consensus about an SM treatment algorithm. Some authors recommend observation, whereas others recommend aggressive immunosuppressive therapy with prednisone and azathioprine to prevent disease progression [7, 8]. In symptomatic patients the treatment should be individually tailored, according to the stage of the disease and persistent symptoms. The disease progression is characterized by evolution of the three histological stages. The first stage involves the degeneration of mesenteric fat (mesenteric lipodystrophy). In the second stage, termed mesenteric panniculitis, histology findings demonstrate the domination of an inflammatory infiltrate, and the most common symptoms are fever, abdominal pain and malaise. The final stage is abundant fibrosis of the adipose tissue that contributes to tissue retraction (retractile mesenteritis). In the majority of patients there is a mixture of chronic inflammation, fat necrosis and fibrosis [5, 7, 9].

**Conclusion**

This case report shows that the pseudotumorous type of SM should be considered in the differential diagnosis of tumors located in the mesentery. An abdominal CT can help with the initial diagnosis, but surgical biopsy is mandatory to confirm this diagnosis.
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